Introduction
'There will be some hard work this weekend' (kemeny munka lesz a hit vegen), says Bela Katona 2 in a proud voice as he prepares to leave the office on a Friday afternoon. Dressed in a business suit that befits his professional role of senior salesman for one of Hungary's most venerable industrial concerns, there is little indication that soon he will be occupied with an agricultural plot located 25 kilometres south of Budapest. Yet none of the friends and colleagues who know him well find his enthusiasm at all peculiar -for so many of them are too, urban peasants in a post-socialist world.
According to official statistics, six of every ten Hungarians -rural and urban alike -were involved in agricultural production in 1982 (Szelenyi 1988: 31) .
3 What percentage of the population remains currently engaged in such activities is a matter open to speculation. Such speculation is, however, a substantial distraction when evaluating Hungarian attitudes towards agriculture, in general, and small plot production, in particular. The 1982 figures cover only those persons directly involved in agriculture; they do not include the more infrequent, and indirect, participation of people in agriculture-related activities of self-provisioning 4 nor the dense web of social relations and cultural traditions tied to such participation.
This essay draws its ethnographic material from ongoing anthropological research conducted in Hungary since 1989, particularly material collected in the course of three fieldtrips made in December-January of 1995, April of 1996 and July-August of 1998. It addresses historical and contemporary issues related to the peasantry and small-scale farming from the unorthodox angle of urban-dwelling Hungarians who bring together the seemingly disparate worlds of rural agriculture and urban wage labour: urban peasants.
On a material level, the evidence of small plot activity today confirms established strategies of self-sufficiency considered integral to the way in which Hungarians once coped with the material vagaries of state socialism. These strategies have found fresh purpose in response to the pressures of current socio-economic transformation, representing a dialogue of social interaction between familial generations as well as of movement between rural and urban areas of the country. In these terms, the figure of the urban peasant is part and parcel of the changing set of demographies which link residence, employment, entrepreneurial behaviour and leisure activities with cultural notions of identity and selfprovisioning ideas central to domestic life.
Peasant-workers under state socialism
Like the rest of Europe recovering from the devastation of World War II, Hungary experienced a significant population flight from the countryside to its cities in the immediate post-war era. This demographic shift was influenced by ongoing urbanisation and encouraged by the labour requirements of infrastructural reconstruction and industrial development. The normal pattern of migration was, however, undercut by a range of social dynamics, chief among them those related to the residential intransigence of families of rural commuters whom scholars have dubbed 'peasant-workers'. In substantial respects, these figures are the precedent counterparts to the urban peasant phenomenon to be addressed in later parts of the discussion.
The concept of the peasant-worker received widespread attention through the work of Ivan Szelenyi (1988).
5 His research investigated rural-urban relations from the perspective of peasants as willing -and unwilling -actors drawn into socialist Hungary's drive to industrialisation. They were rural folk who remained grounded in traditional village and agricultural life, who assiduously cultivated small 'household' plots of land permitted by the state and yet were able to take advantage of the opportunities of newly created waged labour. In the eyes of the central planners, these opportunities were meant to transform the previously 'self-employed' peasant or small-scale farmer into a member of the new proletariat, whether through work on a cooperative farm or an industrial assembly-line.
